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Rendering of the Queen and Sumach Street intersection looking south (inset: current photo)

The Future of Corktown
by Laurence Lui, CRBA Development Committee

To sum up Corktown’s charms, its problems, and its needs and opportunities
is no easy task. The area’s century of rich heritage and the waves of change
that have swept over our community time and time again have added many
dimensions to the shape of this little urban enclave in Toronto’s lower east side.
continued on page 2
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Toward a Vision
for Corktown
Over the past several months,
the Corktown Development
Committee has been working
behind the scenes to build a strong
foundation for a new approach to
addressing the community’s needs.
At the November public meeting,
the committee provided the board
and attendees with an update and
to map out future directions.
So why does Corktown need a
community vision?
As the community is about
to undergo unprecedented
change, it is imperative that we,
as the residents and business
owners, define our community
identity and common goals and
objectives. Change is inevitable,
the investments in West Don
Lands and Regent Park will have
a spillover effects into Corktown,
on top of redevelopment pressures
already in the community. With
a strong community identity and
vision, we can be proactive and
ensure that these changes will
be consistent with how we want
Corktown to evolve.

Over the past months the Development Committee has been focusing on
creating a new community vision. The committee members made a thorough
inventory of Corktown – its buildings, its streets and its open spaces – in order
to define our needs and opportunities to prepare for another wave of change.
Four main themes were identified in the analysis. The first, streets as places,
reminds us that it is the streets of Corktown that tie us together. King and
Queen Streets are the spines of our community and provide us with linkages
to adjacent neighbourhoods. The second, orphaned spaces, focuses on the
pockets of underutilized lands scattered throughout the community that lack
a sense of ownership, either public or private. The third theme, parks and
open spaces, which make up our urban backyards, and where we congregate
as neighbours. And the last theme, opportunities from redevelopment, is
perhaps the most important of all as Corktown prepares to welcome new
neighbours and even the world. Under these themes, the committee has
identified assets, issues, needs, and opportunities – all things that can be
considered while developing an action plan to improve the neighbourhood.
To spark discussion and perhaps some inspiration, committee member
Laurence Lui developed three renderings depicting potential futures for

Rendering of the north side of Queen Street west of Dominion Square (inset: current photo)

To get to the vision, the
Development Committee will
be continuing dialogue between
community members and
our partners at the City, Glen
Murray, MPP and Councillor Pam
McConnell. The committee is
currently working with urban
planning students at Ryerson
University (add reference to Studio
Project article) to help articulate
a vision and by May, will have an
update for the community.
Rendering of King and Sumach Streets looking East (inset: current photo)
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what Corktown could look like.
The first potential future shows the
intersection of Queen and Sumach
Streets, which is evolving to become
the “village centre”. The rendering
shows how the intersection can be
transformed by removing boulevard
parking, encouraging ground
level uses, and adopting improved
streetscaping. The second depicts the
sidewalk on the north side of Queen
Street, alongside the surface parking
lot at the Dominion Brewery building.
The current treatment is unsightly
and the bricks prevent water from
penetrating the roots of the trees. The
potential future shows that these
bricks could be removed and replaced
with planters containing native
plants and shrubs, which would
serve to provide a visual buffer to
the parking lot while adding, needed
greenery. The last rendering, showing
the intersection of King and Sumach
Streets, the future junction between
the King and future Cherry streetcar
lines, illustrates a future where the
current right-turn channel could be
transformed into a transit plaza.
The three potential futures each
illustrate different paths forward.
The King and Sumach intersection is
an example of how we can improve
our community by ensuring we
are at the table with a vision when
infrastructure projects occur. The
Dominion Brewery parking lot is an
example of a short-term, low cost
project that could have a significant
and positive visual impact on the
streetscape. Finally, the Queen and
Sumach intersection is an example
of dreaming big and providing
something we can work toward over
the long term. What all three futures
have in common is that they provide
a positive vision for what a future
Corktown can look like – a vision
that we, as neighbours, can build
together and help realize.

Corktown
Opportunities
Streets as Places
Issues: Many streets are barren,
with inconsistent streetscapes and
street treatments. This leads to an
unflattering view of the community
and encourages undesired activities
Opportunities: Work with city
and property owners to improve
streetscapes, reconfigure wide streets
that see low traffic volumes, and
establish maintenance programs to
upkeep our streets
Orphaned Spaces
Issues: High proportion of
spaces that were left behind from
expropriation or simply from
Corktown’s unique street pattern.
Ownership unclear, leaving spaces to
be abandoned and uncared for.
Opportunities: Create an inventory
of these spaces, identify owners,
and work with them to improve
orphaned spaces wherever possible
Parks and Open Spaces
Issues: Corktown does not have a
lack of parks and open spaces, but
ones that exist are not well designed
or programmed to attract users
Opportunities: Give each park
and open space a raison d’être and
with parks staff, reconfigure our
green spaces so that they serve
their intended purposes. Consider
community-led programs.
Opportunities from Redevelopment
Issues: Many new developments in
the community, but benefits not yet
tangible or unfocused
Opportunities: Complete our
community vision and establish
goals and objectives so it is clear what
we desire from new development
while offering a framework for City
and Developers to work from.

Toronto Sun
Building
by Geoffrey Campbell and Jon Goode

First Gulf Corporation Release Plan
for Redevelopment at the Toronto
Sun Building 333 King Street East
As many Corktowner’s may have
noticed, the Toronto Sun has been
gradually reducing the scale of
its operations at 333 King Street
East, undoubtedly as a result of the
declining popularity of print media.
However, First Gulf Corporation is
presently involved in a large scale
redevelopment of the property
which will bring an abundance of
much needed new retail space to the
western edge of Corktown.
First Gulf recently announced that
it had secured tenants No Frills and
the LCBO as anchor tenants for the
building. Recently released floor
plans show No Frills occupying the
38,000 sq. ft. space at the corner of
Princess Street and Front Street with
the LCBO occupying a 12,000.00 sq. ft.
space facing south onto Front Street.
There are also 7 units of King Street
retail space ranging in size from 1000
to 4500 sq. ft. with an additional King
Street retail space of 20,000 sq. ft. The
tenants for these spaces have yet to be
announced. Retail space for a 6,000.00
sq. ft. ‘Financial Institution’ was also
set aside on the Front Street side.
In addition, the building will also
provide 170,000 square feet of office
space providing a new centre for
businesses within the community,
First Gulf has also earmarked
the above ground parking lots at
the Eastern edge of the Property
on Berkeley Street for ‘Future
Residential’ development.
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Hotspots

Corktowner’s highlight the good and the bad
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Do they just dream about it and
wish it could happen?
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Neighbourhood
Hotspots
Good area
Bad area

Corktown is a wonderful place to live but we all know that there are good
and bad areas that need to be addressed. In a previous CRBA meeting,
attendees were given a total of six dots, three representing the best and three
representing the worst of Corktown. Each person was then asked to place
their dots on a community map that resulted with the map above. Obviously
we not only have to beautify Corktown but also fix some problem areas. Let
us know what you think. Please email us at info@corktown.ca.
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So what does an energetic and
determined group of volunteers, who
work full-time and who have some
exciting ideas about Corktown’s
immediate and long-term future,
do to put together a professional
document which addresses the
infrastructure and planning issues of
our area and presents opportunities
for revitalization; the kind of
document which costs thousands
of dollars when performed by the
consultants who usually produce
this work for which the CRBA simply
does not have the funds.

No, they venture out and talk to the
good folks at Ryerson University for
their help. They ask if their third
year Urban Planning students can
take this on as a studio project. And
judging by previous examples of
studio projects, the quality of the
finished products is outstanding.
The Development Committee of
the CRBA has negotiated terms
of reference for a project with the
instructor of the Ryerson course
and planning students have already
signed up for the project and had
a first briefing. The Development
Committee members will be taking
the students on a walk around the

neighbourhood to kick off the project and make sure they
understand our objectives.
During the course of their work, the students will research
documentation on city planning policies, meet with the
staff, research similar projects which will give them
ideas for fresh solutions, and will put together a report
with drawings, sketches, and written descriptions of the
recommendations. The Corktown studio project was a
top choice of the planning class and we are fortunate in
having students with a broad range of skills. We expect
to receive a report that addresses most of our goals,
including opportunities for streetscape improvement,
the treatment of orphaned sites, pedestrian and cycling
linkages, heritage building issues, the possibilities for
attracting successful retail opportunities in the area, and
hopefully some material related to the creation of a BIA.

Advertisements

Adornments on Queen
Affordable elegance

338 Queen St. E @Parliament

Fine furnishings
Decorative Accessories
Gift Boutique/Parfumerie
Selected Artisanry
Steeped and Infused Tea Bar
info@adornmentsonqueen.com
www.adornmentsonqueen.com
416 955 4791 Tu-Fr 11-7, S-S to 5

KARI SERRAO
PET PORTRAITS
CAPTURE YOUR FAVORITE
FURRY FRIEND IN AN
ENCAUSTIC (WAX) PORTRAIT
THAT'S QUIRKY, EXPRESSIVE
AND FULL OF LIFE.

The student projects are due on
April 7th and the Committee hopes
that these students will be able to make
a presentation of their draft report at
the CRBA meeting on April 5th.

NOW, IN ADDITION TO
RESERVING A PLACE IN YOUR
HEART, FIDO, FLUFFY AND
FUR- BALL CAN TAKE THEIR
RIGHTFUL POSITION ON YOUR
WALL AS AN ORIGINAL
MASTERPIECE PAINTED IN
THEIR LIKENESS.

T:: 416-523-1521
E:: kari@kariserrao.com
W:: www.kariserrao.com

BOOK A COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION WITH THE
ARTIST TODAY TO DISCUSS
POSSIBLE PAW PRINTS OR TO
PLAN THE PERFECT GIFT FOR
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE.

DOWNTOWN BRAKE & EXHAUST SPECIALIST INC.

CAMERON YOUNG
THE BOSS

The Ryerson student group on a chilly walkabout Corktown.

This would allow additional input from the community
to be incorporated into the final report.

475 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 1L6
Tel: 416.861.9511 Fax: 416.861.0510
TALK TO THE BOSS

This is an exciting and innovative way for the CRBA to
acquire a professional document which can be leveraged
at the three levels of government and in the private
sector to attract the kinds of infrastructure, development,
and commercial activity which will drive Corktown to
maintain and improve on its position as a distinctive and
key neighbourhood in the downtown core.
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Corktown Christmas Party

We have a winner!

AGM Results
At the last Corktown Annual
General meeting, a new CRBA
board was elected by the public.
The 2011 board is a nice mix of old
and new faces, just like Corktown
itself. We are excited to carry on
the great work of Philip Stoop’s
board, and build on this well-run
organization. In the next coming
weeks our board members will be
taking on various positions for the
upcoming year of tasks and events.

The Vandervlist family

The community of Corktown merrily celebrated Christmas 2010 in the
Dominion on Queen, with turkey dinners and carol music by the Corktown
Chamber Orchestra. And once again John Libby’s famous auction raised
several hundred dollars for Corktown’s coffers.
The CRBA wishes to thank those who kindly donated items for the auction:
Adornments on Queen, All Canada Storage, John A. Libby Fine Art, Linden
Grove, Print Preview, 507 Antiques, Sherwin Williams, Thruway Muffler,
Gallery 402, Magic Oven, Georgia Nayyar, F. Barry, K. & A. Mahmoud, Redline
Coffee and Espresso Bar and Gerald A. Hagan.

This year’s board members are,
Residential: Adam Holmes,
Jonathan Goode, Philip Stoop,
Laurence Lui, Marien Breen,
Donna Keravica and Businesses:
Larry Webb, Laurence J. Webb
Associates, Jonathan Martin
(507 King St.), Julie Van Der Lugt
(Redline Coffee & Esspresso Bar).

Advertisement

Located in Corktown since 1978
Representing some of Canada’s leading artists
Dealers in historical Canadian art
including the Group Of Seven
We offer full art services
Framing, Restoration, Appraisals,
Fine art leasing & Art supplies

George Boyer “Queen & Sumach Corner”
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463 King Street East
(416) 364-3730
www.libbygallery.com

Advertisement

Escape With Gary

to the streets of Corktown

Celebrate
Family and Love

Prix Fixe
Dinner
$25pp

~ Creamy Greek
Salad
~ Tandoori Chicken
Magic Pizza
~ Glass of Organic
House Wine
Come discover our
Lunch and Bar menus

Yes artists still go out in public to
paint. Corktowners often spot Gary
Smith at his easel engaged in our
town. Sometimes he is thinking, “You
were a beautiful building once. I will
help people see what that you still
are”. Other times he may think, “Yes
you are old. How are you doing?” ...
and those buildings answer him.
Gary shares his years of experience
by drawing and painting portraits
of people and pets, urban scapes and
landscapes as well as by coaching
artists locally at LucSculpture School
and Studios and abroad with his
‘Escape with Gary” artist holidays.
The past summer he took artists to
France. In May 2011 you can join him
in Sicily. Future destinations include
Spain and Russia.
Whether it is with students or urban
landscapes he is passionate about
drawing out (pun not intended) their
character and experience. As Vice

Fusilli

Chairman of the Artists’ Network
he is involved with assisting artists
in the business aspects of having a
career in art.
In Toronto his work is represented
exclusively by the prestigious John
A. Libby Gallery at 463 King Street
East. To see samples of his work,
classes and students, you could visit
www.escapewithgary.com or catch an
upcoming exhibition he has in Paris.

7 beers on tap
Sports on TV

Book your next party
with us – great
packages for corporate
and private events
Magic Oven
360 Queen St. E.
@ Parliament
416-703-3555
www.magicoven.com
Do Yoga. Drink Water. Have Dessert.

Paradise on St. Paul
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